
The Stations of the Resurrection 

At normal speed, it takes a fully loaded supertanker/oil tanker approximately 20 minutes to 

perform an emergency stop! They cut their engines some 15 miles away prior to docking. It’s 

all to do with momentum – the resistance to changes in speed and direction. 

The famous writer ‘Anon.’, a close relative of ‘Trad.’ and his musical cousin ‘Trad. Arr.’, 

wrote a parody of the well known hymn ‘Onward, Christian Soldiers’. Titled ‘Backward, 

Christian Soldiers’, the song contains the lines: ‘Like a mighty tortoise moves the Church of 

God; / Brothers we are treading where we’ve always trod.’ 

It might often seem that the church, especially the Church of England, is like some 

supertanker that has so much momentum it cannot change direction that quickly or respond to 

issues as nimbly as some other organisations. Society is moving so quickly, and the church is 

always responding to the condition and needs of the current generation, and unfortunately it 

does indeed seem to respond too slowly. 

The church’s divine calling is to present the message of salvation through the name of the 

resurrected Lord Jesus in such a manner that is relevant to, and understandable by, the age in 

which it finds itself. This implies a continuous appraisal of the Gospel message and its 

application to the situation at the time. The church’s response to contemporary issues should 

be viewed through the triad of scripture, tradition and reason, but what feels ‘right’ or 

‘modern’ might not be right from the scriptural point of view. 

Returning to ‘Anon’s’ parody, the church is not ‘treading where we’ve always trod’. It is 

forging a new path all the time. Formulating the Christian message for the present age means 

for ever considering the aforementioned triad while preserving that constant message of hope 

and redemption of Easter-time. Tradition can be questioned; scripture can be reappraised. 

And in response the church will innovate. 

There are several services and festivals that the church celebrates which are relatively recent: 

the Christingle service at Christmas dates back to 1747 though only became really popular in 

the 1960’s. And the last 50 years has seen an explosion of the types of service available to 

the churchgoer since the days of Mattins and Evensong according to the 1662 Book of 

Common Prayer. 

If you visit Catholic churches, and some High Anglican churches, you might see a series of 

images on the walls around the church representing the Stations of the Cross. The 14 images 

are based on the Via Dolorosa, or the Way of the Sorrows, walked by pilgrims in Jerusalem. 

They form a visual reminder of the final events on the route Jesus took to his death on the 

cross. The images or stations provide the believer with something to focus on and on which 

to meditate and pray. 

In 1988, Father Sabino Palumbieri proposed the creation of a new set of stations, centred 

upon Christ’s resurrection and the events following it, to emphasise the positive, hopeful 

aspect of the Christian story which, though not absent from the Stations of the Cross, is 

obscured by their emphasis upon suffering. This became the Via Lucis, the Stations of the 

Resurrection. 

This idea has since been adopted by the Church of England. There is now a liturgy with 19 

stations covering the well-known events from Easter morning, right through to the 

appearance of Christ to Saul (later named Paul). The stations include finding the empty tomb, 

the road to Emmaus, Jesus commissioning his disciples, the incident with ‘Doubting 

Thomas’, the restoration of Peter and the Ascension. There is a lot of art and iconography of 

many of these events, and there is a lot of devotional writing to help the faithful. 

Although all church services have been suspended, St Andrew’s will place several prayer 

stations around the church based on this new liturgy of the Stations of the Resurrection. You 

will be able to meditate, pray and give thanks for that wonderful message of Easter, the 

message of Christ crucified and now resurrected to new life! 
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